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Message from the Institute
Dear ISCM members and friends,
I was elected Chairperson back in December 2019,
shortly before the outbreak of COVID-19 in early
2020. The pandemic has affected all aspects
of life and the world as a whole. During the
lockdown, our board members and I felt incredibly
privileged to be in a position to help our industry
fellows stay connected and keep learning, through
our webinars on various topics.
I am honoured to be elected Chairman again, as we enter our third year of
living with the pandemic. After a range of social distancing measures were
eased for much of 2021, the beginning of 2022 has seen the emergence of
the first locally transmitted Omicron variant infections. The new wave of
strict virus control measures that have been imposed are likely to dampen
retail sales growth prospects.
Despite the uncertainties, we never forget how we came through SARS in
2003, when the ISCM was established in a bid to promote professionalism
in shopping centre management. We believe in the same mission and vision
that we started with 19 years ago. This year could be another tough year,
and we will all be resilient and react swiftly and innovatively to the everchanging situation.
As we all know well, retail market has changed forever. As a result of the
pandemic and the year-long social distancing restrictions, consumer
habits are no longer the same as they were before. Success for industry
players means closely tracking the pulse of fast-changing habits, and the
expectations of today’s shoppers. In this quarter, we will present our first
ISCM Awards, with the aim of sharing the best practices of Hong Kong’s
finest retail property management teams and retailers.
From this year on, we will be looking to create a new Greater Bay Area (GBA)
chapter by recruiting members from the GBA and encouraging professional
sharing between Hong Kong and GBA industry fellows. I am grateful to have
onboard the Director of Study Tour and GBA Communication Mr Wilson
Lam, to help in this endeavour.
I would also like to welcome our newly elected team of board members,
namely: Treasurer Mr Ken Lam; Director of Membership and Welfare, Ms
Katherine Lo; Director of Training and Learning, Mr Clement Tam; Director
of Professional Development, Ms Bluebi Poon; Director of Corporate Social
Responsibility, Ms Connie Lei, and Director of Publication, Ms Jennifer Chan.
With such an expanded team, including people with diverse backgrounds, I am
looking forward to a dynamic chemistry at our institute.
Last but not least, I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to our former
board members, Ms Katherine Ho, Ms Margaret Lau, Ms Vivian Leung,
and Mr William Chan, for their time and effort in promoting the institute’s
development in the past years.
On behalf of the institute, I wish all our esteemed members healthy and
resilient days to come.
Baldwin Ko
Chairman (2022–2024)
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Embarking on a New Chapter Amid the Pandemic
We are pleased to announce that the new board members
were elected at the 17th Annual General Meeting on
14 December 2021. Mr Baldwin Ko was elected as our
chairperson, and the new board of directors will begin
their two-year term from 1 April 2022.
From this year on, we would like to strengthen our
capacities in terms of professional development and

corporate social responsibility. With this in mind, we
have invited Ms Bluebi Poon to overlook professional
development issues, and Ms Connie Lei to overlook
corporate social responsibilities issues. In addition,
Mr Wilson Lam will help us connect with our industry
fellows in the Greater Bay Area (GBA), and encourage
us to share our experience more widely.

Our Institute will be looking to create a new Greater Bay Area chapter by recruiting members from the GBA and encouraging professional sharing
between Hong Kong and GBA industry fellows

ISCM Board of Directors (2022-2024)
Chairman

Mr Baldwin Ko

Vice Chairman (External)

Mr Chris Keung

Vice Chairman (Internal)

Ms Michelle Lee

Vice Chairman (Events & Marketing)

Ms Angie Chung

Treasurer

Mr Ken Lam

Hon. Secretary

Ms Bella Chhoa

Director of Membership & Welfare

Ms Katherine Lo

Director of Training & Learning

Mr Clement Tam

Director of Study Tour & GBA Communication

Mr Wilson Lam

Director of Professional Development

Ms Bluebi Poon

Director of Corporate Social Responsibility

Ms Connie Lei

Director of Newsletter

Ms Jennifer Chan

Like any organisation, be it public or
private, the board of directors plays a
critical role in decision-making relating to
strategy. A diverse board of directors brings
a valuable range of outlooks, opinions and
suggestions regarding decision-making and
problem-solving.
Moving towards our 20th anniversary, our
institute has from this term on expanded
our board of directors to include people
and organisations from a wider range of
backgrounds—from mall management
to facility management and proper ty
agencies. We anticipate a great deal
of experience sharing and networking
opportunities among our fellow members
hailing from various work backgrounds.
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Welcome our new Board Members

Mr Ken Lam

Ms Katherine Lo

Mr Clement Tam

Assistant General Manager
Kai Shing Management Services Limited

General Manager –
Hong Kong Business Operation
Hang Lung Properties

General Manager
Kadoorie Estates Limited

Ken has more than 20 years of
property management experience
in commercial developments with
organisations including Kai Shing
Management, Lai Sun Development,
and Great Eagle Holdings. He has
worked extensively in Hong Kong, and
is a registered professional housing
manager and a member of the Hong
Kong Institute of Housing.

Katherine is responsible for overseeing
all leasing and management matters
for the Company’s Kowloon portfolio
in Hong Kong.

Clement has more than 20 years
of management experience in
commercial real estate and aviation
with organisations including Hang
Lung Properties, HKR International,
Cathay Pacific Airways, and the Hong
Kong Aircraft Engineering Company.
He has worked extensively in Hong
Kong, Mainland China, the Middle
East and various Asian countries.

She joined Hang Lung Properties in
2012. Prior to taking up her current
position, she was responsible for
the Goup’s portfolio for Central and
Causeway Bay.

He was born in Hong Kong and holds a
Master of Engineering Science Degree
from the University of Oxford, UK.

He has been actively involved in
community services and is a member
of the CLP Local Customer Advisory
Committee. He was a member of the
District Fight Crime Committee and
the District Fire Safety Committee in
the Home Affairs Department.

Ms Bluebi Poon

Ms Connie Lei

Ms Jennifer Chan

General Manager Building and Facilities Management
Hong Yip Service Company Limited

Deputy General Manager – Leasing
Sun Hung Kai Real Estate Agency Limited

Corporate Communications Controller
Centaline Commercial

Bluebi has been working in the
i n d u s t r y fo r ove r 20 ye a rs a n d
is resp onsible for prop er ty and
tenancy management for a mixed
portfolio comprising Grade A office
buildings, sizable shopping malls,
other commercial real estate, luxury
residential buildings, and industrial
and carpark units. She always meets
the high expectations and high
service level requirements of her
clients.

Connie has been a part of our institute
since 2009 and is our fellow member.
She has been actively supporting
our Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) activities since 2016, including
the charity sale at the annual dinner
and the festive giveaway to the
underprivileged. She was also a
member of previous CSR committee.

A graduate of the School of Journalism
and Communication, Jennifer was at
first a news reporter specialising in
real estate and economic news, before
she turned to the field of corporate
communications and public relations.

Connie holds a Bachelor of Arts from
the University of Hong Kong, and a
Bachelor of Laws from the University
of London. She is also a member
of Royal Institutions of Chartered
Surveyors (RICS).

She joined Centaline Commercial
in 2012 where she was responsible
for liaising with the media and for
company promotion.
She was invited to be a member of
our previous publication committee
after her signing up with our institute
in 2018.
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Local Consumer Spending is Staging a Comeback
Many businesses have only just started seeing their fortunes improve after months of lacklustre takings—and now the
tough anti-pandemic restrictions are back again. Both the retail and catering sectors reported growth in year-on-year
sales during Christmas, and positive sentiment was expected to continue in January and February (which used to be the
peak seasons). Now, however, it is rather uncertain.
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East Point City
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Hysan Place

Mall operators invest heavily on thematic New Year installations to draw shoppers’ attention

Looking good
For the first eleven months of 2021, Hong Kong’s total retail
sales increased about 8.3% in value terms, and rose about
6.8% in volume. "Provided the local epidemic situation
remains under control, improving economic and labour
market conditions should continue to provide support to
the retail sector," a government spokesman said earlier.
Retail sales reported growth for ten consecutive months
as consumption sentiment remained positive thanks to
the launch of the consumption voucher scheme to boost
spending.
Hong Kong was seen to be recovering from the
pandemic-induced slump, with the labour market
improving along with an ongoing economic recovery.
Hence the government revised its full-year economy
growth forecast upward, to 6.4% in November 2021.
Legislative Council Member Peter Shiu Ka-fai from the
wholesale and retail sector told the media that there
has been a double-digit growth in sales of clothes and
electronic products during the last Christmas period.
A key reason was the distribution of the consumption

vouchers that helped increase spending. He forecasted
a boost of up to 0.9% of total retail sales from the
consumption voucher scheme.
The HK$36 billion initiative, which aims to bolster local
spending and speed up Hong Kong’s economic recovery
from the pandemic, offers every adult resident HK$5,000
in local spending vouchers. Around 7.2 million people are
eligible for the scheme.
Financial Secretary Paul Chan Mo-bo said earlier, “We
hope the e-voucher scheme can also help stablise the
employment market as it spurs economic recovery,
particularly as the retail, food and beverage and tourism
industry employ a third of the city’s population.”

A turnaround
However, the city’s local Omicron surge comes just weeks
before the Chinese New Year, followed by the revival of
strict social distancing measures.
Simon Wong Ka-wo, president of the Hong Kong
Federation of Restaurants and Related Trades, which
represents more than 8,000 eateries, told the media
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that the industry reported the highest turnover (HK$400
million) since 2017 over the recent Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day period. He predicted losses of up to HK$8
billion as a result of the recent pandemic restrictions.
Many reservations before the Chinese New Year were
cancelled, and he doubted if the restrictions would be
lifted during the Chinese New Year holidays.
Anthea Cheung, direc tor of The Lan Kwai Fong
Association, which represents more than 100 businesses
in the nightlife hub in Central, mentioned that all of the
association’s members received full bookings on New
Year’s Eve. “But due to the new measures, everything
will go back to zero,” she said, adding that its members’
businesses would be hit even harder than before.

Fiona Chung, Director of the Sales and Leasing
Department of the Sun Hung Kai Real Estate Agency
(SHKP), was among one of the first in mall management
who expressed positive views regarding mall traffic during
the New Year period. She told the media that twelve
shopping malls under her management are expected to
post an 18% increase in turnover and a 22% increase in
footfall for the Chinese New Year.
“Although consumption will continue to be affected by
the pandemic in 2022, the retail market is expected to
recover further as the Chinese New Year is approaching,
and people will do a lot of Chinese New Year shopping,”
she said, adding that coupled with the inability to travel
abroad and the earlier distribution of consumption
vouchers, local consumption will be further stimulated.

The social distancing measures that came into force
on 7 January, saw dine-in service in restaurants end at
6 pm, reduced caps on the number of patrons eateries
can seat, and the closure of fifteen types of businesses—
including fitness centres, beauty parlours, cinemas,
theme parks, and bars and pubs—for fourteen days.

All systems go
Before the re-tightening social distancing measures, the
local consumption sentiment has been improving and
shoppers were more willing to spend during Christmas.
Despite the revival of social distancing rules, the retail
market is looking good as shoppers are seen flocking to
shopping malls to take advantage of Chinese New Year
sale on offer.
In the meantime, shopping malls have prepared specially
designed red packets for redemption to boost spending.
Thematic New Year installations are also ready for selfies
and sharing on social media platforms.
Each year, shoppers eagerly anticipate the limited-edition
Lai See Packets from Harbour City in Tsim Sha Tsui. This
year shoppers were given the option to donate to The
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA),
to redeem a set of “Fortune Tiger-Cat” Lai See Packets
and Pouch after a designated level of spending.
In addition to the limited-edition red packet, the apm
shopping mall in Kwun Tong partnered with Masklab
for the first time to design a set of five printed surgical
masks with pictures of cute tigers and images to do
with New Year fortune, which can also be redeemed for
vouchers and products.
The New Year installations at shopping malls are
generally interactive playgrounds for selfies, with popular
cartoon characters such as Disney’s Tigger at Tsuen Wan
Plaza, and Tiger Legoland at East Point City in Tseung
Kwan O. Unlike the traditional themed decorations,
Times Square in Causeway Bay partners with Eric Kot @4A
Like Black and Keung’s Dragon and Lion Dance Team to
design an installation named “Spectacular Lion Dance in
Style,” which is trendy and Instagrammable.

Harbour City

Henderson Development

Malls have prepared specially designed red packets for redemption to
boost spending

A sustainable future
A survey by PwC shows that Hong Kong retail sales are
estimated to increase by 10%, to approximately HK$360
billion in 2021, which is lower than the earlier forecast of
an 15% increase. Michael Cheng, PwC’s Asia Pacific and
Hong Kong/China Retail & Consumer Leader, explained
that the readjustment was “due to the fact that the
anticipated border reopening between Hong Kong and
Mainland China in the fourth quarter is not likely to
materialise, and that the city's retail sales will still be
primarily driven by local consumers.”
Industry players generally believe that longer-term
prospects for the local retail and catering sector depend
largely on the impact of the government’s zero-COVID
policy.
Looking forward, Sammie Leung—representing the ESG
(Environmental, Social, and Governance) service partner
of PwC - pointed to the fact that “sustainability-based
consumption, coupled with an embrace of ESG initiatives,
is a huge opportunity for value creation. Brands will
have to articulate meaningful value propositions and
demonstrate their ESG relevance to win customers, given
increasing cultural sensitivities and the ways in which
they are accentuated by social media.”
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Street Shop Rent Dropping Keeps Leasing Active
Although the global epidemic continues, the local epidemic is relatively stable. The Hong
Kong Government is pulling all stops to reopen the border with Mainland China. The economy
shows improvement, and the unemployment rate continues to fall as the latest statistic
covering the period from September to November 2021 suggested that the unemployment
rate was at about 4.1%, a decrease of about 3.1% from the high point at the beginning of
2021. Such market improvements correspondingly drive market transactions.

The rental transaction volumes for street shops are expected to hit another peak in 2022

According to Centaline Commercial, about 366
t r a n s a c t i o n s o f c o m m e r c i a l l e a s e s a n d 1 , 74 0
commercial real estate shop sales were recorded in
Q4 and throughout the year respectively; the total
consideration involved was about HK$47.51 billion. There
was an increase of about 59% and 80% respectively
compared with 2020. The amount that shops sold for,
and the number of shops sold this year, has clearly
risen compared with the past few years. The number of
commercial real estate shop sales is the highest since
2017, and the transacted amount has also increased
significantly compared with 2019 and 2020.
To summarise some of the trends: Commercial real
estate prices had significantly adjusted in the past

two years, the retail market atmosphere has gradually
recovered since the beginning of this year, the market
is looking forward to customs clearances, the decline in
shop prices is expected to significantly narrow, and the
pace of investors entering the market is speeding up. An
increase of over HK$100 million worth of transactions
(both in purchasing local businesses and in core area
shops) is expected by investors.
In recent months, there have been large amount
transactions in commercial real estate. A group of shops
in Mei Foo Sun Chuen in Lai Chi Kok changed hands for
approximately HK$455 million, and Shop 1 and 1A on the
ground floor of Tak Woo House on D'Aguilar Street in
Central were sold for approximately HK$183 million.
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Merchants have increased confidence in shop leasing, and
shops in core areas in which rents have fallen to attractive
levels are the most popular. For example, Central’s prime
location, Queen’s Road Central, recorded a series of new
leases. The larger one was the ground floor of Manning

A lot of F&B and retail brands choose to open in
trendy malls, and more overseas F&B and retail brands
are expected to come to Hong Kong. Among them,
consumers are most passionate about the Japanese
brands. Recently, it has been confirmed that the Japanese
pharmacy Matsumotokiyoshi will open in the APM mall in
Kwun Tong, and in a two-storey, large shop in the Hang
Lung Centre in Causeway Bay—which has quickly become
a hot issue. The most active Japanese F&B brand since
2021 has probably been Akindo Sushiro. It did not only
set up stores in core areas, but also in neighbourhood
shopping malls and even in street shops. Akindo Sushiro is
expected to continue to enlarge its store network this year.
Another eye-catching Japanese brand is Don Don Donki,

Leasing transaction of street shops

Transactions of commercial real esate shops

House, 38–48 Queen’s Road Central, with an area of
about 3,900 square feet. It was rented by a sports brand
paying a monthly rent of about HK$800,000, a significant
reduction (of about 68%) compared to rents back in
peak retail periods. Tenants turned positive, driving the
improvement (reduction) vacancy rates in core areas.
Shop vacancy rates in Central in December were about
14.26%, significantly lower than about 20% at the
beginning of the year. Shop vacancy rates in Causeway
Bay were 4.95% in December—an even more significant
reduction.

which is actively opening in many districts. The latest store
will open in Kowloon Bay, and it will become the brand’s
largest store in Hong Kong.

The leasing market also predicts an upward trend. About
5,192 shop leasing transactions were recorded in 2021,
about 8% more than 2020. It set a new record (surpassing
the 5,070 shop leasing transactions in 2017), which fully
reflects the vigorous atmosphere of the shop leasing
market. The total transaction amount was about HK$575
million, an increase of about 21% from last year, which
also represents a higher dollar amount than in 2019.

It is predicted that the market for street shops will
continue to boom in 2022, as rental transaction volumes
are expected to hit another peak of about 5,500
contracts, and the number of sales transactions is
predicted to be about 2,000, involving some HK$50 billion.
Commercial real estate shop prices throughout the year
are expected to rise steadily to an increase of 10%.

In the face of the raging new COVID-19 variant, Omicron,
countries are stepping up precautions. Hong Kong’s
preventative measures are effective. The proportion of
the population who have been vaccinated continues to
increase, consumption vouchers have been beneficial to
businesses, and there is much positive feeling about the
coming customs clearances. It is expected that the shop
market will continue to rebound, and the room for price
adjustment in the future will gradually narrow.
F&B (Food and Beverage) is the most active industry
in the leasing market. The epidemic has been easing in
the past year, and many F&B tenants are busy opening
shops in core areas, taking advantage of attractive rental
prices. Even more F&B shop leases are expected to be
seen in the future. In addition, more shopping malls are
holding promotional events to attract shoppers, and thus
stimulate consumption.

Mr Stanley Poon
Managing Director
Centaline Commercial
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New Members

Membership Application

All Board members and Honourable

Our Membership is open to any individual

members Mr. Raymond Kwok, Mr. Michael

person who is a practitioner in shopping

Tien, Dr. Roger C.K. Chan, Professor Rebecca

centre industry. Students who have enrolled in

L.H. Chiu, Professor Eddie C.M. Hui, Professor

the course of shopping centre management

Sin Yat Ming and Dr. T.M. Kwong welcome the

at HKU School of Professional and Continuing

following new members:

Education (HKU Space) or other relevant
courses will also be considered.

Full Member
Ms Bluebi Poon

Grade of Membership

Annual Fee

Fellow Member

HK $1650

Full Member

HK $1100

Associate Member

HK $ 720

Student Member

HK $ 280

Online application can be
completed at the following link:

www.iscm.org.hk

ISCM Secretariat Office
Contact Number | (852) 6225 5708/ (852) 3159 2907
Email | secretariat@iscm.org.hk
Address | Room 1106-08, 11/F, C C Wu Building, 302-308
Hennessy Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Website | www.iscm.org.hk
Facebook | ISCMhk

